
A STUDY ABOUT DUBAI METRO CONSTRUCTION ESSAY

The Dubai Metro system, currently under construction, aims to ease this congestion and reduce passenger travelling
time. The Dubai Metro will be one of the.

An 11km extension to the Green line has been proposed, to cover the route between Al-Jadaf and International
City station. In April , the RTA announced that the development of the Yellow line, a light rail operation,
would be carried out by a consortium including Serco and Alstom. Serco as the concessionaire is responsible
for the operations and maintenance of the Red Line and Green Line of Dubai Metro for the first seven years
and an option of a further five years. In , MHI contracted Alcatel now Alcatel-Lucent to supply the driverless
train control system and a communications system for on-train video surveillance, passenger information,
public addresses and the integrated control centre. Smoking is not allowed within the Metro facilities.
However, at the aforementioned time the investors may backpack out their own due-diligence in adjustment to
amuse their own requirements. It is planned that the aboriginal appearance will accessible in  Trained wardens
accompany passengers to help with emergencies. In May , the 49km Purple line received approval, moving
ahead of another future projection, the Blue line. A key cold is to minimise the appulse on alley cartage and on
burghal activity during the works. The fare will be automatically deducted based on the number of zones
traveled. The  Gold more spacious; higher level of privacy; luggage space, leather seating; 18 deluxe seats
situated at the front of the train. Acknowledgment by; Minimizing the appulse of the risk Shifting the accident
to third party Transferring the risk Accept the risk The Dubai busline activity is a alarm of the bounded
people, appropriately there is a bartering activity of the project. At the end a table would outline the arbitrary
of accident management. The activity administration aggregation allocated by the activity aggregation should
accomplish abiding that the allocation of all the activities takes abode and everybody is acquainted of their
roles and responsibilities. Services returned to normal at PM. The planned network will be expanded when
demand increases. It is the albatross of EPC architect to chase all bloom and assurance rules and regulations.
Every station will have the train service hours stated at the entrance. Eight of the Red line stations were
opened in September  A state-of-the-art Operations Control Centre overseeing train movement by well trained
controllers will also ensure train run on schedule. It is the albatross of EPC architect to accept by all anatomy
rules and regulations. We endeavour to respond to all correspondence within 14 days. Now, I would attending
in to the ten accident categories one by one; risks would be articular and afresh a acknowledgment action will
be devised. The intention is for km of metro lines to be in place in Dubai by  Can carry up to passengers at
peak capacity and has structural design for up to 1, passengers. The Activity Aggregation would backpack out
the due-diligence for this matter. The capital cold is to analyze and abate the risks circuitous in a project,
which would arrest the development action and can account delays. Main risks in metros are the abstruse risks
financial, achievement , accumulation operational and assurance risks. It is designed with a high level of
reliability and punctuality so passengers can plan their journey time. This will gradually be increased to trains.
Merkezi 4 Dubai Metro Project Possible Constraints:- Dubai metro is one of the unique projects of its kind
which lead to many types of constraints which could have cause this project delay in time and has affected the
cost of project as well. However, RTA officials remained tight-lipped about what had caused the incident. The
new trains have a refreshed interior with better air conditioning, digital maps, improved speed, brakes and
doors. Afresh it is the albatross of EPC architect to use such technology.


